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Live Demo at SYSLAB EDISON workshop August 18th 2010 energi til gode oplevelser



Venue: RISØ DTU



THE BIG PICTURE



THE DEMO The demo shows what the consequences of many EVs without controlled charging are and which possibilities EVs with controlled charging present to the electricity system.



INTERCONNECTION



“The process of balancing the electrical grid can be illustrated by the water level in a bucket with supply sources and consumption sinks. Water sources are then equivalent to power producing facilities, such as power plant, wind farms, etc., while the water sinks are equivalent to various electrical loads, e.g. households, EV’s, plants, etc. The balancing task of keeping the frequency at 50 Hz is then equivalent to a constant water level - i.e. variations in the aggregated consumption must at all times be meet by corresponding control actions of the supply sources in order to keep the water level at a fixed level (alias a fixed frequency at 50 Hz). The electrical grid is coupled to neighboring grids through interconnections. In this way these electrical grids can exchange power with each other.”



In the demo power consumers in the SYSLAB system are programmed to emulate a typical daily consumption pattern within the five minutes duration of the demonstration. Wind power, EV load and grid exchange are live



data from the SYSLAB grid. The typical daily consumption pattern is a 24-hour load distribution from a randomly selected 10kV feeder in eastern Zealand.



Both screenshots shown above are from the demo.



The potential increase in peak load electricity consumption due to the expected introduction of electric vehicles (EVs) presents some substantial challenges to the electricity grid. If nothing is done, the distribution companies have to invest heavily in grid reinforcements in order to accommodate the increased peak load. An investment that eventually has to be paid by the consumers. At the same time, a substantial increase in fluctuating renewable energy sources present the transmission system operator with an equally challenging scenario when balancing production and consumption. For simplicity, picture the electrical grid as a leaky bucket. Every leak represents an outlet and the water level of the bucket must be held at a fixed level at all times. The sum of everything flowing into the bucket from wind turbines, power stations



and other power sources must at every given moment match what is taken from the bucket. If EVs behave like ordinary appliances, they will increase strain on the system, especially in peak hours which will eventually lead to new peak load power stations. What controllable EVs yield, is a unique possibility to handle the capacity problem and the ‘bucket levelling’ at the same time. This also offers the opportunity to increase the amount of renewable electricity in the grid and at the same time ensures that investments in grid reinforcement are kept at a minimum.



Consequences of EVs without controllable charging



Possibilities if EVs have controllable charging



Without controlled charging, EVs will charge as soon as they are plugged into the socket.



By controlling the EV charging, we can ensure that all EVs are charged sufficiently to ensure consumer satisfaction. This happens with respect to the consumers’ needs and to the constraints of the grid.



This will usually be when people come home from work between 3 and 6 p.m. The charging power of a typically electric car is 2-11kW* depending on whether the EV uses one or three phases. In comparison the typical feeder line in a residential area is dimensioned for 4.8- 7.5kW** per household. Basically each EV represents at least one additional house that has not been taken into account when the cables were dimensioned. This causes unnecessary high stress on thesystem and can ultimately lead to grid failure.



Where there is surplus flexibility, the Transmission System Operator (TSO) and the Distribution System Operators (DSO) can use the EVs to help balance production and consumption, which is a commodity that both the TSO and the DSOs are willing to pay for. This will lead to a source of income (reduced power cost) for the EV owner. With the future prospect of discharging power back to the grid (V2G), the source of income could increase significantly, while increasing system stability as well.



* 1 or 3 phase @ 16A ** 7-11 A @ 230V 3 phases, Source Dansk Energi
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Charging Inlets for Electric Vehicles 

IP Rating Plug Area: IP 45 when plugged-in (MENNEKES Connector); with flap lid ... LV Harness: 7-wire sheated cable with 0,35 mmÂ², LV harness is assembled.
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balancing asphalt rut resistance with durability and 

recommendations that the runway should posses a multitude of properties so as to ... mix asphalt was found to be that with a â€œsand paperâ€� texture of the surface.
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balancing asphalt rut resistance with durability and 

limited to the top 75mm to 100mm because of the high shear stress under the ..... Minimum densities of 95% or 97% of the theoretical maximum density minus ...
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Increasing Scientific Power With Statistical Power 

Department of Psychology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ... A survey of basic ideas in statistical power analysis demonstrates the advantages and ease of ... necessary to have a clear understanding of the concept and its.
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Performance and acceptance of electric and hybrid vehicles 

Figure 2.20 Average score on several statements for hybrid cars. 25 ...... Do you drive an electric or a hybrid vehicle in the ELCIDIS project? â–¡ electric ...
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installation with - STANION WHOLESALE ELECTRIC 

and shipping, insurance or other freight charges incurred in the shipment of the ... this, a list of discoverable Bluetooth® wireless technology devices will appear.
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Lug Replacement - Iron Edison 

in fused switches. PELIGRO DE DESCARGA ELÃ‰CTRICA,. EXPLOSIÃ“N O DESTELLO POR ARQUEO. â€¢ Utilice equipo de protecciÃ³n personal (EPP) ..... Close the door. 4. Cierre la puerta. 4. Fermer la porte. CAUTION / PRECAUCIÃ“N / ATTENTION. HAZARD OF EQUIPME
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Balancing Basics 

When prompted increase the engine RPM to your designated balancing RPM. When prompted, by the balancer, return the engine to idle and allow it to cool.
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Prop Balancing 

Alternator or generator failure, attachment bracket cracks, thrown drive belts c. Vacuum pump failure d. Wiring harness failure, chaffing, terminal end work ...
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Generac Power Systems, Inc. - AP Electric Generators 

Les défaillances causées par toute cause extérieure ou tout cas de force majeure, tel qu'un choc, un vol, un acte de vandalisme, une émeute, une guerre, un holocauste nucléaire, un incendie, un gel, la foudre, un séisme, une tempête, la grêle, une ér
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Liasse fiscale ATELIER EDISON 

Stocks : Renvois : (1) Dont droit au bail : NÃ©ant *. CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . ATELIER EDISON. 8 0 0 6 8 4 1 6 9. 03200 Vichy. 1 2.
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Intelligent vehicles 

Jun 30, 2014 - Intelligent vehicles: integration and issues â€“ Equipe-projet RITS â€“ E. Pollard became. - 2. IMARA. Informatique,. MathÃ©matiques,. Automatique,.
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Instructions: Dampen cotton ball with Balancing Toner 2. Apply ... 

BCP.02. Manufactured by Trichema AG, Lettichstrasse 4, Baar, Switzerland. Producto de Suiza / FabriquÃ© en Suisse. Golden Neo-Life Diamite International,.
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Human balancing of an inverted pendulum with a 

standing has recently become the subject of much debate. (Winter et al. 1998, 2001 ... human subjects are summarised in Table 1 (Hunter &. Kearney, 1982; Kearney ...... with many calculations of stiffness which have previously been made for ...
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Physical Simulation of Land Vehicles with ... - Semantic Scholar 

22 avr. 2014 - abroad, or from public or private research centers. L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt et `a la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, émanant des établissements d'enseign
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Electric Sit Stand Workstation with Keyboard - Etilize 

Fri. 7am to 7 pm CST. Our staff is ready to provide assistance. Damaged or missing parts ship from our facility in 1-2 business days. Please provide the following ...
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installation instructions freestanding electric range with ... - Whirlpool 

IMPORTANT : À conserver pour consultation par l'inspecteur local des installations électriques. .... The Tech Sheet is located on the back of the range inside a .... B. Floor Mounting. Wall Mounting. A. B. A. #12 x 15/8" screws. B. Anti-tip bracket.
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Electric Freestanding Ranges with Electronic Controls 

For Immediate Attention of Your Service Department. TECHNICAL ... Action Required: Informational ... Pour l'attention immédiate du département de service.
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installation instructions freestanding electric range with double 

leveling leg prior to anti-tip bracket installation. WARNING. Excessive Weight Hazard. Use two or more people to move and install range. Failure to do so can ...Termes manquantsÂ :
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installation instructions freestanding electric range with ... - Whirlpool 

IMPORTANT : À conserver pour consultation par l'inspecteur local des installations électriques. .... The Tech Sheet is located on the back of the range inside a .... B. Floor Mounting. Wall Mounting. A. B. A. #12 x 15/8" screws. B. Anti-tip bracket.
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hints for homebuilders "balancing" 

and washers hold the assembly to- gether. The assembly then sits on a couple of sawhorses. The ball bearings in the skateboard wheels will allow the propeller ...
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Edison France 

Pour ce poste, nous recherchons une personne rigoureuse et tenace dans son travail. Le candidat devra se montrer dynamique et perspicace. Une Ã©locution ...
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